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Bayesian explanations for
persuasion

Andrew T Little
Department of Political Science, UC Berkeley, CA, USA

Abstract
The central puzzle of persuasion is why a receiver would listen to a sender who they know is try-

ing to change their beliefs or behavior. This article summarizes five approaches to solving this puz-

zle: (1) some messages are easier to send for those with favorable information (costly signaling), (2)
the sender and receiver have common interest, (3) the sender messages are verifiable information, (4)
the sender cares about their reputation for competence/honesty, and (5) the sender can commit to
a messaging strategy (often called ‘Bayesian Persuasion’). After reviewing these approaches with

common notation, I discuss which provide insight into prominent empirical findings on campaigns,

partisan media, and lobbying. While models focusing on commitment have rapidly become prom-

inent (if not dominant) in the recent theoretical literature on persuasion in political science and

economics, the insights they provide are primarily technical, and are not particularly well-suited

to explaining most of these phenomena.

Keywords
Cheap talk; costly signaling; persuasion; reputation

Communication and persuasion are central to much if not most of politics. Democratic
politicians try to persuade donors to donate and voters to vote for them. For autocrats,
relatively free of institutional constraints, persuading others that they are strong leaders
who should not be challenged may be even more central. Pundits aim to persuade an audi-
ence to adopt their views, or at least persuade an audience to continue paying attention to
what they say. Ordinary citizens frequently talk to each other about politics—though cer-
tainly far less than political scientists—either to persuade or just for entertainment.
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This article overviews formal approaches to persuasion, with as much common nota-
tion as possible. A more specific definition will come in the context of the formalization,
but in general I use persuasion to mean any attempt by a sender to change the beliefs or
behavior of a receiver to be ‘more favorable’. The formal analysis restricts attention to
models where the target of persuasion is fully rational, or Bayesian. That is, they under-
stand the speaker’s strategy and update their beliefs by Bayes’ rule, in addition to stand-
ard sequential rationality requirements for decisions.

Given the constraint of rational updating, under some conditions persuasion is impos-
sible.1 Intuitively, if the speaker (or sender) always wants the listener (or receiver) to take
certain actions, and faces no constraints on what they say, they would always say what-
ever makes the listener do what they want. Knowing this, the receiver has no reason to
pay attention.

Of course, persuasion does sometimes occur both in theories and reality. The bulk of
the analysis shows how modifying the assumptions in this benchmark makes persuasion
possible. While inevitably nonexhaustive, much applied theoretical work uses at least one
of five modifications. First, some kinds of messages are costly, and cheaper to send for
those with favorable information (costly signaling). Second, the sender and receiver
can have partially aligned goals (common interest). Third, the sender messages can be
checked (verifiable information). Fourth, the sender may care about perceptions of
their competence/honesty (reputation concerns). Finally, senders may be able to
commit to a strategy where they don’t lie so much that their messages still affect the
receiver behavior (often called ‘Bayesian persuasion’, though this isn’t ideal). I then
informally discuss ‘non-Bayesian’ models of persuasion which are driven by receivers
being less than fully rational in how they process information.

After describing the differences and commonalities of these models, I overview how
they have been applied to three empirical literatures on campaigns, partisan and state-
controlled media, and lobbying. In each case I discuss when the assumptions and predic-
tions of different models seem in line (or not) with empirical results.

1. Insights and trends

The first four explanations contain fundamental insights about communication which can
be explained without going into any technical detail.

• Costly signaling models tell us that people may engage in seemingly wasteful,
inefficient, or harmful behavior if it shows off that they are a ‘type’ who is
willing to do this.

• Common interest models tell us that communication is easier when the sender and
receiver have more closely aligned goals, and so doing what the sender wants can
be good for the receiver, or at least better than ignoring him.

• Verifiable information models give a simple explanation for communication:
when favorable information can’t be faked, messages claiming good news
should be believed. More subtly, an important insight from these models is that
people may reveal mediocre or even somewhat unfavorable information (from
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their own perspective) as well if keeping quiet would make things look even
worse.

• Reputation models teach us that when speakers care about a reputation for com-
petence, they may tell the truth in order to seem smart. However, these incentives
may also cause senders to cater to the prior belief of their audience or make stron-
ger claims than are warranted by their information.

A valuable feature of these classes of models is that their central forces are straightfor-
ward to apply to specific examples of political communication and persuasion. This is
useful for applied theorists; for example, when we see people taking seemingly inefficient
actions to try and induce others to do what they want, it is natural to develop a costly sig-
naling model to explain this. It is also useful for empirical scholars who want to motivate
their analysis or interpret results without having to write an original formal model.

The key insights from models with commitment are harder to boil down. But this has
not hindered their popularity. In fact, part of the motivation for writing this is a sense that,
following Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), the number of papers on communication and
persuasion in political science (and economics) that focus on persuasion via commitment
has been dramatically rising, perhaps becoming the modal approach in applied theory
papers (see Kamenica, 2019: for a recent review).

Figure 1 provides some suggestive evidence. The left panel shows the number of
Google Scholar search hits for the phrases ‘Cheap talk’, ‘Costly signaling’, and
‘Bayesian persuasion’ from 2012 to 2021. ‘Cheap talk’ can loosely describe any
approach where messages are not costly, though it is often associated with the second
explanation (common interests).

The first two increase steadily—perhaps explained by more papers being indexed in
general—while the latter goes from almost no hits to nearly as many as costly signaling.
As discussed further in Section 7, informal perusing indicates that results for costly sig-
naling and cheap talk include many empirical papers while Bayesian persuasion returns

Figure 1. Google scholar search hits for kinds of model (left panel) and citations to influential

papers (right panel).
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almost entirely theoretical papers. So this figure likely understates the rise of theoretical
papers relying on commitment.

The right panel shows the number of citations to three influential theoretical papers:
Crawford and Sobel (1982), which is an early example of cheap talk with common inter-
ests; Cho and Kreps (1987), which studies belief refinements in costly signaling models;2

and Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), which popularized the commitment approach. Over
the past decade, Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) has overtaken these two influential
papers in citations per year.3

Are models where the sender can commit to a strategy rapidly rising because this
approach is uniquely good at explaining particular kinds of political persuasion?

The goal here is not to argue that the answer to this question is always ‘no’, let alone to
argue that persuasion via commitment is never appropriate. Rather I aim to situate this
kind of model in a wider framework including other approaches.4 As always, different
assumptions are appropriate for different problems, and this paper aims to give an over-
view of what kinds of assumptions are useful for different research questions about
persuasion.5

2. The environment

Consider an interaction between a sender (he) and a receiver (she). In all versions the
sender knows something which the receiver does not. This is why the receiver might
listen to the sender and potentially be persuaded to act differently based on what he says.

Information and actions
Formally, the sender first observes some information about a state of the world θ ∈ Θ and
picks a messagem ∈ M. The sender strategy is the message sent as a function of the infor-
mation, m(θ). The receiver observes m and then takes an action a ∈ A. The receiver strat-
egy is the action taken as a function of the message, a(m).

We can get many insights about communication with just two possible things the
sender can know and two possible things he can say.

Let θ ∈ {0, 1} represent the set of things the sender might know, where θ = 1 is the
state that the sender wants the receiver to believe is true. Call θ = 1 ‘good news’ (the
economy is booming, the politician is competent, etc.) and θ = 0 ‘bad news’. It is
common to refer to θ as the ‘type’ of the sender; here there is a good news type and a
bad news type. Let p = Pr(θ = 1) be the prior belief that the information is good
news. The receiver does not observe θ, though she might learn something about it
from the sender message.

The messages available are alsoM = {0, 1}.6 For the kind of equilibria we study, it is
reasonable to interpret a message of m = 1 as meaning ‘the news is good’ and m = 0
meaning ‘the news is bad’. Though, importantly, how the receiver interprets the
message will depend on the sender strategy. For example, a sender strategy of m(θ) =
θ corresponds to honestly reporting the news, and if the receiver knows the sender
uses this strategy she can take the message at face value. On the other hand, if the
sender sometimes lies and sends m = 1 when in fact θ = 0—that is, says the news is
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good when it is in fact bad—a rational receiver will know to discount claims that things
are going well.

Sometimes we will use a binary receiver action set as well: a ∈ {0, 1}. In general,
interpret a = 1 as doing what the sender wants; for example, voting for the sender’s
preferred candidate, not joining a protest against him, or setting the policy he prefers.
However, it will often make results tidier if we allow the receiver to take a continuous
action between 0 and 1 (a ∈ [0, 1]), which can be interpreted as exerting effort on the
sender’s behalf, making a choice closer to the sender’s ideal point, or just ‘supporting’
the sender more generally. Equivalently, there may be a lot of actions that the sender
wants the receiver to take, and we can interpret a as the proportion of favorable
actions taken. A final possible interpretation is that the action is binary, but the
receiver may be more or less likely to take it for random and exogenous reasons.
We can interpret a in the continuous choice model as the probability of taking the
favorable action.

Utilities
Different models will make different assumptions about the sender utility. The key
common thread will be that the sender wants the receiver to take a relatively ‘high’
action. In some models this will be captured by assuming the sender utility is always
increasing in a. Other times the sender utility will not be monotone but they at least
prefer a higher action than what the receiver would do otherwise. The sender utility
will also sometimes directly depend on the message sent (i.e., some messages are costlier
than others) or the state θ (i.e., the sender also wants the receiver to take different actions
with different news).

For the receiver, we will always use the following utility:

uR = −θ(1− a)2 − (1− θ)a2 (1)

which captures the idea that the receiver wants her action to be close to θ with increasing
marginal costs.7 For example, if the news is whether a policy under consideration would
help the economy, then the receiver may want to implement the policy (a = 1) if the truth
is that the policy is good (θ = 1), and not implement it otherwise. This specific functional
form is for convenience; the main results generally hold, (sometimes with caveats) as
long as the optimal receiver action is increasing in her belief that the sender has good
news (θ = 1).8

Solution concept
To capture the notion that we want to explain persuasion of a rational receiver (by a
rational sender), we will impose standard perfect Bayesian equilibrium requirements
(hereafter, equilibrium). Namely, that (1) the sender messaging strategy (m∗(θ)) is
optimal for each possible θ, given the receiver strategy (a∗(m)), (2) the receiver action
is optimal for each message m and the receiver beliefs Pr(θ|m), and (3) the beliefs
Pr(θ|m) are formed by Bayes’ rule, consistent with the messaging strategy (when
possible).
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Preliminary analysis
The optimal receiver behavior given her beliefs is straightforward. Let Pr(θ = 1|m) be
the probability that the state is 1 given m. When we restrict the action to be either 0 or
1, her expected utility for picking a = 0 is −Pr(θ = 1|m) and for picking a = 1 is
−(1− Pr(θ = 1|m)). So, it is optimal to pick a = 1 if and only if:

Pr(θ = 1|m) ≥ 1− Pr(θ = 1|m)
or Pr(θ = 1|m) ≥ 1/2. If this is met with equality, both choices give equal utility, and if it
is strict there is a unique best response.

When we allow for a continuous choice on [0, 1], the receiver utility is strictly concave
in a, and her optimal action meets the first-order condition:

∂uR
∂a

= 2aPr(θ = 1|m)− 2(1− a)Pr(θ = 1|m) = 0

which is solved by a∗(m) = Pr(θ = 1|m). This utility function cleanly captures the idea
that the sender ‘wants the receiver to think that θ = 1’, as the action taken (and hence the
sender utility) is equal to the probability she assigns to the sender having good news.

3. When Bayesians can’t be persuaded

What does it mean for ‘communication’ or ‘persuasion’ to happen? One general defin-
ition is that a sender persuades a receiver if his message leads to receiver to changes
his beliefs in a way that the sender likes. Of course, senders typically don’t have direct
preferences over what the receiver believes, if such a preference over another person’s
internal state is even possible. Rather senders typically care about how these beliefs
are mapped into an action which the sender cares about.

Still, much empirical work takes the beliefs (or attitudes) of receivers as the main
outcome of interest (e.g., Druckman, 2021; Coppock, 2022). Such beliefs and attitudes
may be intrinsically important. Further, senders may aim to manipulate beliefs without
a specific target action in mind. For example, an interest group may want to move
public opinion to be more favorable about policies they support even if there is no par-
ticularly relevant election or referendum on the horizon.

In the context of the class of models here, which contain a concrete action taken by the
receiver, we will define persuasion with respect to this action. Before getting to that, it
will help to ask whether the sender can systematically change the receiver beliefs. In
one sense he certainly cannot. Consider the average posterior belief that the state is
good, Em[Pr(θ = 1|m)], where the subscript highlights the fact that we are averaging
over the messages. Then:

Theorem 1 In any equilibrium,
(i) The average posterior belief that θ = 1 is equal to the prior belief that θ = 1

(Em[Pr(θ = 1|m)] = p), and
(ii) If the posterior belief that θ = 1 is strictly higher for one message that is sent in

equilibrium (Pr(θ = 1|m = i) > p and Pr(m = i) > 0 for some i ∈ {0, 1}), then the
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posterior belief must be strictly lower for the other message (Pr(θ = 1|m = j) < p for
j = 1− i).

In the main text, I provide intuition for this and later results; formal proofs are in the
Appendix. The first part states that the average posterior belief about whether the sender
has good news must equal the prior. This is essentially just a statement of the law of iter-
ated expectations, which in this context is often called the Martingale property of belief
updating.9 The binary restrictions are not needed for this result; it holds for any type space
and message set (and any utility function).10 One way to think of this fact is from the per-
spective of the receiver before learning the message: if she expects her belief that the
sender has good news after hearing his message will be higher than her prior (on
average), then she should just adjust her prior upwards in light of this before receiving
the message.

The second part follows immediately from the first; if one message increases the belief
that the sender has good news, the other message must lower this belief to ensure the
average posterior is equal to the prior.

Importantly, Theorem 1 does not mean the receiver will never learn anything from the
message: it could be the case that the belief goes up for one message and down for the
other. What it does formalize is a sense in which a sender can never systematically
increase a rational receiver’s belief that he has good news.

Even so if we define persuasion as changing actions, it may still be possible.11 A
natural way to define whether persuasion occurs is to compare what the receiver does
relative to a benchmark action with ‘no communication’. In words, can the sender use
the opportunity to speak to the receiver to get her to do something closer to what he
wants?

With continuous choices, the benchmark action is just the prior belief: a0 = p. With
binary choices, this benchmark action is 1 if p > 1/2, 0 if p < 1/2, and can be 0 or 1 if
p = 1/2. To simplify a later result, call the benchmark action 1 for the knife-edged
case where p = 1/2:

Definition: The benchmark action is a0 = p with continuous receiver choice, and
a0 = 1 p≥1/2 with binary receiver choice.

In general, we should define a persuasive message as one that leads to a better outcome
for the sender. As we will generally focus on the case where the sender wants a high
action, this is, straightforward:

Definition: A message is persuasive if and only if a∗(m) > a0. A persuasive equilib-
rium is an equilibrium where a persuasive message is sent with strictly positive
probability.

To map this to a common empirical setting, we are making a comparison between an
outcome (the action) under one ‘treatment’ (hearing message m) versus a ‘control’
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condition of receiving no new information. A message is persuasive if and only if there is
a strictly positive treatment effect.

Whether there is a persuasive equilibrium by this definition depends on the sender
utility. Start with the simple assumption that the sender only cares about inducing
higher actions. Formally, say the sender has a univariate monotone utility if it can be
written

uS = v(a) (2)

where v is a strictly increasing function.
This definition combined with Theorem 1 leads to a stark result, which shows up in

some form in many related papers (see e.g., Theorem 2 in Lipnowski and Ravid,
2020: for a more general statement):12

Theorem 2 With a univariate monotone sender utility, there is no persuasive
equilibrium.

The intuition is simple: if a message was persuasive and led to a better action than the
benchmark, the sender would always want to send this message. But if they always send
the same message, the belief upon observing it must be the same as prior, meaning it can’t
be persuasive.

Taking stock
We started by observing that much of politics involves people talking in order
to persuade others to do things. Using a very bare-bones setup with reasonable
assumptions, we arrived at a theorem which states that this can never happen.
What might we change about this setting to make persuasion possible? Most
formal theories of persuasion can be placed into three categories based on the
answer to this question.

First, we could change something about the utility functions or information structure.
As we will see in Sections 4.1 to 4.4, most classic models of communication can be cast in
this fashion. To contrast with the last approach, we can call these models of Bayesian per-
suasion without commitment.

Second, we can allow the sender to ‘commit’ to a messaging strategy, as discussed in
Sections 4.5. These are often called models of ‘Bayesian persuasion’, which is unfortu-
nate as the models discussed in Sections 4.1 to 4.4 also study persuasion among actors
who are Bayesian. Following Gehlbach (2021: Ch. 8) and to contrast the models in
Sections 4.1 to 4.4, call these models of Bayesian persuasion with commitment. In
Section 4.6, I discuss some models which blend features of different approaches and
explore the relationship between them.

Finally, whether we allow for commitment or not, we can loosen the ‘Bayesian’ part,
assuming that either the sender or receiver has non-standard beliefs. As previously pro-
mised, I will not formalize this class of explanations but discuss when we may (or may
not) want to use this approach in Section 5.
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Scope
As a last bit of throat-clearing, there are some variants of these approaches and related
literatures which I will not cover beyond superficial references.

• The emphasis will remain on situations where an informed sender says something
to a less-informed decision-maker. Related work considers when the decision-
maker may delegate authority to the informed party (see Gailmard and Patty,
2012; Bendor and Meirowitz, 2004; Dessein, 2002), or how decision-makers
with private information may distort their actions (or ‘pander’) because of the
inferences that receivers make (e.g., Canes-Wrone et al., 2001). This also rules
out ‘career concerns’ models where an uninformed sender takes an action
which distorts a signal observed by a receiver (e.g., Holmström, 1999).

• The information held by the sender is taken as a given. That is, the models will not
include information gathering (e.g., Austen-Smith andWright, 1992; Patty, 2009).

• We also will not bring other actors into the mix. For example, we will not cover
the role of mediators; see Kydd (2003) for an application to conflict and
Salamanca (2021) for a recent theoretical discussion. Passing reference will be
made to models with multiple senders (e.g., Minozzi, 2011), multiple receivers
(Farrell and Gibbons, 1989; Levy and Razin, 2004) or both (Battaglini, 2002),
which can modify the conclusions of the different approaches in different ways.

4. When Bayesians can be persuaded, without and with
commitment

We can think of the different kinds of communication/persuasion models commonly used
in political science as different ways of getting around the ‘impossibility’ results of
Section 3.

As above, the description of these models aims to include just enough formalization to
convey the main ideas. Appendix B. contains more complete analyses, which are
standard.

4.1. Costly signaling
In costly signaling models, the sender utility is a function of the message they send and
their type. A simple version is to add a cost for sending m = 1 which depends on the
sender type,

uS = a− mcθ

where c1 < c0. That is, sending message m = 0 is free; often this corresponds to ‘not
sending the signal’. Sending m = 1 incurs a cost, which is higher for the bad news
type than the good news type. In the context of costly signaling models, we usually
call the good news type the ‘high’ (or ‘strong’) type, and the bad news type the ‘low’
(or ‘weak’) type, so I’ll use that language for this subsection.
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For costly signaling and later models, we will primarily focus on when there is fully
informative equilibrium where the receiver can perfectly infer the sender type. The
natural kind of fully informative equilibrium to study is one where the message equals
the state:

Definition: An equilibrium is honest if m∗(θ) = θ.

In such an equilibrium m = 1 is persuasive, and hence honest equilibria are always
persuasive equilibria.

For either binary or continuous receiver actions, there is an honest (or ‘seperating’)
equilibrium if c1 ≤ 1 ≤ c0.

13 In this equilibrium, the strong type gets 1− c1 > 0 for
sending the costly message (m=1) so it is worth sending if it reveals to the receiver
that θ = 1, and the receiver infers that θ = 0 otherwise. However, since 1− c0 < 0, it
is not worth it for the weak type to send the costly message even if this ‘tricks’ the
receiver into taking the favorable action (a = 1).

While we won’t fully characterize the equilibria to this game (or later ones) in the main
text, an important observation about this basic costly signaling model is that there is also
always a ‘pooling’ equilibrium where the both sender types say m = 0 and the receiver
picks the same action regardless of the message.14 Even if a message could in principle
serve as a costly signal of a good news/high type, nothing forces the receiver to interpret it
in this fashion.

Even in the separating/honest equilibrium, Theorem 1 applies: the average belief and
hence action taken is still p. In fact, if the action is continuous and v(a) is linear in a, the
average sender utility is lower in the persuasive equilibrium than the ‘pooling on m = 0’
equilibrium.15 Put another way, the strong type can benefit from communication relative
to the weak type, but the ability to send costly signals cannot make the receiver system-
atically think that the sender is strong.

The costs and benefits of sending messages could depend on the sender information in
different ways. If the sender’s benefit from the receiver taking the high action depends on
his private information, this induces some common interest, and so I discuss this more in
Section 4.6. Another possibility is that there is a cost to lying, that is, sending a message
not equal to the state (e.g., Kartik, 2009).

Combining, costly signaling models are an appropriate way to model persuasion when
(1) there are real costs associated with the action taken, and (2) these relative costs and
benefits of the action depend on the information held by the sender.

Often the first part is clear: (political) advertising is costly (Milgrom and Roberts,
1986a), as are donations (Gordon and Hafer, 2005; Schnakenberg and Turner, 2021),
and getting educated (Spence, 1973). Some actions are costly at least in time, like protest-
ing (Lohmann, 1993) or lobbying. Other kinds of costs may be less concrete but still real,
like the cost of backing down after making a threat (Fearon, 1997) or breaking a treaty
(Hollyer and Rosendorff, 2011).

Costs and benefits depending on type are often plausible too.16 Earning a degree
requires less effort for smarter and more diligent students. Those who care more about
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a policy change are more willing to protest/lobby, etc. However, these models are less
suited to communication which is just talk.

4.2. Common interests
The remaining four explanations all rely on ‘cheap talk’ in the sense that messages do not
directly enter into the sender utility function. In the political science literature, this phrase
usually evokes a model where the sender and receiver have some interest in common, in
the style of Crawford and Sobel (1982). As there is some ambiguity here, I won’t take a
strong stance on what exactly should count as cheap talk, but will flag that common inter-
est is only one explanation for persuasion where messages aren’t directly costly. Still, it is
an important one in many social settings.

In the extreme, if the sender utility is the same as the receiver utility, there can be an
honest (and persuasive) equilibrium: if both actors want to match the action to the state,
the sender has a strong incentive to tell the truth.

To capture this idea but retain the premise that the sender also tends to want the
receiver to take high actions, let the sender utility be:

uS = ba+ (1− b)uR

The b ∈ [0, 1] term or “bias” captures the relative importance of the sender taking a high
action, with 1− bweighting the uR term which captures the common interest between the
sender and the receiver. Regardless of whether actions are continuous or binary, there can
be an honest equilibrium if the bias term is relatively small. Formally, suppose the sender
reports the news honestly (m∗(θ) = θ) and so the receiver takes an action equal to his
message (a∗(m) = m). Given the receiver does what he says, a sender with good news
clearly wants to tell the truth (m = 1). The sender with bad news faces a tradeoff
where telling the truth leads to the correct action for the receiver (good for common inter-
est, bad for inducing high actions) and lying would trick the sender into taking action a =
1 (a favorable action, but bad for common interest). Telling the truth gives the sender
utility 1− b and lying gives b, and so there is an honest equilibrium if and only if
b ≤ 1/2.

Common interest is a natural assumption in many settings like policy-making
(Gilligan and Krehbiel, 1987) and bureaucratic implementation (Gailmard and Patty,
2012), where all want policies which are objectively ‘good’, but different actors have
slightly to widely different views of what is ideal.

Another related possibility, which tends to arise in multivariate environments, is that
there is some dimension on which the receiver is indifferent, and hence willing to do what
the sender wants (Battaglini, 2002; Chakraborty and Harbaugh, 2010; Schnakenberg,
2015; Lipnowski and Ravid, 2020). Intuitively, if the sender wants the receiver to do mul-
tiple things, it may be credible for him to say ‘among the things I want you to do, X is
more important to me than Y’.17 This general idea can work even if the sender has trans-
parent motives, meaning his preferences do not depend on his private information
(Lipnowski and Ravid, 2020).18
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4.3. Verifiable information
While costly signaling and cheap talk models allow for persuasion by changing assump-
tions about preferences, another possibility is to change the information structure. One
approach in this vein is to assume that messages are verifiable or hard information.19

A simple way to model this is to change the message space to M = {0, 1, ∅}, and to
assume that upon observing θ the messages the sender can actually choose are
M(θ) = {θ, ∅}, where we can interpret ∅ as ‘saying nothing’. That is, the sender can
either reveal the truth or keep quiet.20

The assumption that the sender is incapable of sending a lie may seem extreme. One way
to interpret this is that the sender is really an intermediary who receives a report from a sub-
ordinate, and is deciding whether to pass it on to a higher-up. We also need not interpret this
literally: similar results arise if the receiver gets a separate signal which indicates whether the
message was correct (see Dziuda and Salas, 2018: for an example with partial lie detection).

With any monotone sender utility and either continuous or binary actions, there is an
honest and persuasive equilibrium where the type with good news reveals this
(m∗(1) = 1) and the type with bad news admits this (m∗(0) = 0) because their only
other option is to say nothing which the receiver also interprets as having bad news.21

The receiver is persuaded by seeing m = 1 since only the good type sends this
message. The key difference between this model and the benchmark is that the sender
type with bad information can’t pretend there is good news because it is verifiable.

This argument becomes more striking when there is a larger number of states and mes-
sages. Suppose the state can be any number between 0 and 1 with uniform probability, the
sender can either reveal the state or say nothing, and the receiver takes an action equal to
her average belief about the state. Consider a potential equilibrium where the sender
reveals the truth if and only if it is better than average (θ ≥ 1/2). Then upon hearing
nothing, the receiver knows the state is between 0 and 1/2, so the average belief is
1/4. But then a sender who’s information is just slightly unfavorable—in particular,
between 1/4 and 1/2—would rather reveal it than keep quiet. In any potential equilib-
rium where those with news worse than a threshold keep quiet, the type just below the
threshold has an incentive to reveal what he knows, effectively saying ‘the news may
be bad but it’s not that bad’. This unraveling argument leads to the conclusion that
there must be full revelation of information.

The assumption of verifiable information is reasonable in some scenarios and not
others. Persuasive speech often takes the form of saying ‘here is why you should do
what I want’, which the receiver can evaluate by seeing if the argument seems reasonable.
Much political communication comes along with data or other forms of evidence to back
it up. While the assumption of perfect and free verification may be extreme, the insights
of these models extend to cases where verification is imperfect or costly (e.g.,
Austen-Smith and Wright, 1992).

4.4. Reputation
Often times senders don’t care as much about persuading receivers of some decision-
relevant information (‘this policy is a good idea’), but of their own competence (‘I am
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the type of expert who knows what policies are a good idea’) or honesty (‘I am the type
who will tell you the truth no matter what’). Such reputation concerns can increase or
decrease the prospect of persuasive communication.

To see how, suppose θ corresponds to the competence of the sender, which then
affects the quality of information he receives. There is an additional state of the world
ω ∈ {0, 1}, with Pr(ω = 1) = q; one common interpretation is that this corresponds to
whether a proposed policy change will be successful. The sender knows his competence
and gets a signal which might be informative about the state. In particular, incompetent
senders (θ = 0) get an uninformative message s = ∅, and competent senders (θ = 1)
observe s = ω.

The receiver now takes two actions a = (aθ, aω). Think of aω as the policy choice and
aθ as the competence assessment. Suppose the utilities over both have a similar quadratic
form as above, and so the receiver best responses are a∗θ(m) = Pr(θ = 1|m) and
a∗ω(m) = Pr(ω = 1|m).

Reputation for good. First consider a case with sender utility:

uS = raθ + (1− r)aω

where r scales the reputation concerns relative to the policy concerns.
If r = 0 (only policy concerns), there is no persuasive equilibrium by a similar logic to

the one in Section 3; if either message led to a better policy everyone would send it, ren-
dering the message uninformative.

If r = 1 (only reputation concerns), there is no fully honest equilibrium where the
uninformed type sends a distinctive message m = ∅ because this would lead to a com-
petence assessment of 0 while either m ∈ {0, 1} would lead to a competence assessment
of 1. However, there is a ‘partially honest’ equilibrium where the competent type reveals
his signal (m = s) and the incompetent type guesses, sending m = 1 with probability q
and m = 0 with probability 1− q. In this equilibrium, the receiver learns nothing
about the sender competence; if not, the incompetent type would send whatever
message makes him appear more competent. However, since the sender is more likely
to say the policy is good when this is true, the receiver does get some information on
this dimension.

The Appendix also contains an analysis of the intermediate case where r ∈ (0, 1),
which unsurprisingly blends features of these extremes. There is always an equilibrium
with some learning/persuasion about both the expert competence and the ideal
policy,22 but a fair amount of lying.

Reputation for bad. Now suppose the sender’s ‘non-reputation’motive is aligned with the
receiver utility, and so:

uS = raθ + (1− r)uR

If r = 0, there is an honest and persuasive equilibrium by the logic of the common inter-
est model. The only additional thing to check is that is incentive compatible to report
getting an uninformative message (m = ∅ when s = ∅) because being honest about
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not knowing the state renders an intermediate action of a = q optimal and the sender does
not care that this gives him away as incompetent since there are no reputation concerns.

However, if r is sufficiently large, this honest reporting is no longer possible since the
incompetent sender would rather deviate to pretending to have an informative message
(sending m = 0 or m = 1) if this makes him look competent, even if it leads to a
worse policy choice. When r = 1 this utility function is the same as the previous one,
and hence the equilibrium again involves the competent types revealing the truth and
the incompetent types guessing with a mixed strategy that renders the message partially
informative about the state but not informative about competence.

Summary. Reputation models are natural when studying political actors whose care about
views of their ability (Backus and Little, 2020).23 As modeled here, reputation concerns
can lead to more or less information transmission depending on whether the sender would
be able to communicate well without this incentive. More generally, reputation concerns
can reduce honest communication if the receiver has a strong prior belief and hence
doubts sources of contrary information (e.g., Prendergast, 1993; Morris, 2001;
Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2006), and are a poor incentive for honesty when senders can
have more moderate information, which can give incentives to exaggerate to appear
more informed (Ottaviani and Sorensen, 2006; Backus and Little, 2020).

4.5. Commitment
Finally, let’s consider how persuasion might be possible (or expanded) by allowing the
sender to commit to a messaging strategy. Communication models with this feature
have been around for a while, for example, Bénabou and Tirole (2002) can be interpreted
as studying a ‘rational’ self committing to a messaging strategy to a ‘deciding self’ with
present bias.24 However, use of this approach exploded in popularity following Kamenica
and Gentzkow (2011), who provided a general treatment and several techniques to make
analyzing models with this assumption tractable (see also Rayo and Segal, 2010).
Kamenica (2019) and Bergemann and Morris (2019) provide recent reviews of this litera-
ture and the broader study of ‘information design’, respectively.

One way to think about the commitment assumption is that prior to observing θ, the
sender picks a messaging strategy Pr(m = 1|θ), which is then ‘implemented’ upon the
realization of θ. Write this μ = (μ0, μ1), where μi = Pr(m = 1|θ = i). The receiver
observes this strategy as well as the result (m). Another way to think of this is that the
sender is setting up an ‘experiment’ which maps the true state to a probability distribution
over outcomes, and this outcome will be revealed to the receiver (see Luo, 2018: for an
example which emphasizes this interpretation).25

An equilibrium to the model with commitment is then a μ, a∗(m), and Pr(θ|m) such
that μ maximizes the sender expected utility given a∗(m), a∗(m) is optimal given μ and
Pr(θ|m), and Pr(θ|m) is formed by Bayes’ rule when possible.

Continuous action, weakly concave utility. Before getting to the ‘standard’ case of Bayesian
persuasion with commitment, which focuses on binary receiver actions, it will be
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instructive to consider when commitment makes persuasion possible in the continuous
action setting.

First suppose the sender utility is linear and strictly increasing in a, that is, can be
written v(a) = α+ βa for some α ∈ R and β > 0. For any messaging strategy μ,
Theorem 1 tells us that Em[Pr(θ = 1)] = p. The expected utility for any messaging strat-
egy is α+ βp.

So, with linear utility, the sender is indifferent between any choice of μ, and hence
there is an equilibrium with every possible messaging strategy. The benefit to higher
actions when the news is good gets perfectly offset by the lower actions when the
news is bad.

Technically speaking, there can be a persuasive equilibrium in this setting: for
example, there is nothing to stop the sender from picking m = θ (or μ0 = 0, μ1 = 1),
in which case both messages are fully informative about the state (and m = 1 is persua-
sive). However, such equilibrium selection under indifference is an unsatisfying way to
explain the pervasiveness of attempts to persuade. Further, since any messaging strategy
is possible in equilibrium, this will not be a useful benchmark to bring to applied models.

There are many other kinds of sender utility functions to consider beyond the linear
case, but one commonly used family is the set of strictly concave v functions. That is,
there are ‘diminishing marginal returns to persuasion’. In this case, there is a sharp nega-
tive result that there can be no persuasive equilibrium. This follows from the fact that any
informative messaging strategy makes the sender action more volatile, and the concave
utility effectively makes the sender risk averse. See Appendix B.5. for a formal statement
or Remark 1 by Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) for a more general result.

Binary action. What if the action taken by the receiver is binary?
Recall that with binary actions, the receiver can take action 1 if and only if

Pr(θ = 1|m) ≥ 1/2. If p ≥ 1/2, then in an uninformative equilibrium, a∗(m) = 1 for
both m, giving the highest possible utility to the sender. In other words, there is no
need for persuasion here, since the receiver is already going to do what the sender
wants. So, there is no value to committing to an informative information structure;
why risk screwing up a good thing?26

The interesting case is p < 1/2. Here, in an uninformative equilibrium, the receiver
would always take action a = 0. If the sender always reported the news honestly
(m = θ), then the receiver would take action a = 1 upon observing m = 1 and a = 0
upon observing m = 0. This gives the sender expected utility p > 0. So, an honest equi-
librium is better than an uninformative one for the sender (and the receiver).

However, the sender can do even better. To see why, suppose the sender also occa-
sionally lies and says the news is good when it is bad (sends m = 1 when θ = 0, or
μ0 > 0). If such lies are sufficiently rare, then the receiver will still be confident that
the news is likely good when the sender claims it is, and takes action 1. So the sender
can increase how often he gets the sender to pick a = 1 and hence improves his
payoff by sometimes lying. The optimal strategy for the sender is to lie as much as pos-
sible, subject to the constraint that the receiver still takes the favorable action when
observing m = 1.
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Commitment and welfare. Another useful way to think about when commitment leads
to persuasion is that it will do so when informative equilibria are better for the sender.
With continuous actions and weakly concave preferences, the sender is not ex ante
better off in a persuasive equilibrium. The possibility of persuasion is good for the
sender when they have good news to share, but this gain is offset by the loss when
there is bad news, since the sender can’t prevent the receiver from learning that
θ = 0.

However, with binary preferences and p < 1/2, the benchmark action is the worst pos-
sible for the sender, and hence he tends to prefer persuasive messaging strategies.

This perspective also helps us quickly see when commitment leads to more commu-
nication in some of our other models. In a costly signaling model where m = 0 is free and
m = 1 is costly, the sender would prefer to commit to a model with no communication
(pooling on m = 0) since this reduces the amount of inefficient messaging (see Little,
2017a: for a discussion of this point in the context of models that treat authoritarian elec-
tions as costly signaling).

On the other hand, take the common interest model with any b < 1, meaning the
sender puts some weight on the receiver making a good decision. With commitment
the sender would choose full information revelation, since the average action is the
same no matter what and so he might as well help the receiver make a good choice.

In the verifiable information and reputation models, whether the sender prefers
persuasion depends on whether his preference over the receiver action(s) is concave
or convex.

In sum, the idea that commitment leads to more communication and persuasion is sen-
sitive to other assumptions made about the environment.

Is the commitment assumption too strong?. When are models of this form appropriate to
study persuasion? Much attention gets focused on the commitment assumption; see
Gehlbach (2021: ch. 8) for a valuable discussion of when it does and does not apply.
There are certainly situations where a full commitment assumption is a stretch, such as
most examples of interpersonal communication. Still, the are a few reasons this line of
attack doesn’t always hit the mark.

First, the conclusions of models with full commitment are partially if not completely
robust to allowing for some chance of deviating from the committed strategy. Intuitively,
if there is a small chance that the sender can deviate from the probability of falsifying
good news that they commit to, they can simply ‘commit’ to lying a bit less to offset
this and their behavior is effectively the same from the receiver perspective.27 Even if
pure commitment is rare, like any assumption it is worth exploring how things play
out in the special case where this is true.28 See Lipnowski et al. (2019) for a general ana-
lysis of partial commitment, and Luo and Rozenas (2018) and Prato and Turner (2022)
for applications to electoral fraud and legislative oversight.

Second, commitment can often be partially microfounded with other mechanisms; see
Section 4.6 for examples. This is convenient from a theoretical perspective, as we can
take a model with commitment as a reduced form way to capture any force which
makes people sometimes willing to tell the truth even when lying helps them in the
short term. However, if our aim is to explain why persuasion happens in real situations,
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we should keep in mind that models relying on commitment for convenience are not
saying that this is the real mechanism.

Finally, a common (and often appropriate) justification for commitment is that the
choice being studied is not an individual act of persuasion, but setting up a more
durable institution (e.g., choosing general guidance to media outlets about what degree
of government criticism will be allowed) which will produce a bias in the information
produced.29 It can also be appropriate in individual settings where the sender is choosing
to ‘commission a study’ of some form where the receiver will inevitably observe the
result. If the choice of how much bias to introduce is made before the sender even
knows the revelation of information, this is equivalent to picking the messaging strategy
which maximizes ex ante utility.

Even when we accept the commitment assumption, equally important for this
approach to lead to informative communication and persuasion is that the sender has
convex preferences over the receiver beliefs. Loosely speaking, if the sender just
wants the receiver to generally have a high belief that the news is good, then being
able to commit to a messaging strategy is not very helpful, if at all.

The key point here is not that convexity is never a reasonable assumption, just that it
should be justified. There are certainly many natural political situations where the sender
does indeed have convex preferences over the receiver’s beliefs/action. For example,
many models include the common situation where the sender has a more specific goal
of getting the receiver to take a binary (or discrete) action if her belief is above a threshold
(e.g., ‘is the politician good enough for me to vote for her?’ or ‘does our adversary value
this territory enough to fight back if we invade?’) In this case, it is also important that the
sender has a pretty good sense of what the receiver prior belief is and the threshold for
action, otherwise the situation is better approximated by the continuous case. Still
several papers do study persuasion of an audience with a heterogenous prior or prefer-
ences (Gehlbach and Sonin, 2014; Alonso and Câmara, 2016), or a single listener with
private information (Kolotilin et al., 2017) or even an unknown prior (Kosterina, 2018).

4.6. Hybrids
The goal of the preceding subsections was to highlight ‘pure’ cases of each explanation for
persuasion. Many other papers explore models which combine features of the different
approaches, or otherwise study the relationship between them. There are many potential
combinations so the aim here is to give a few examples rather than explore all possibilities.

One natural combination of costly signaling and common interest arises if the sender
private information is about his own benefit for the receiver taking the favorable action.
For example, a lobbyist may try to persuade a legislator that a proposed change to a regu-
lation would be very beneficial for their industry. This is related to common interest
because when the news is good (‘the new policy would be very helpful’), both benefit
more from the receiver taking higher actions.30 In this setting, even ‘burning money’
may serve as a signal that the sender cares a lot about the receiver taking a higher
action, which may mean the receiver wants to do so (Austen-Smith and Banks, 2000).

Several settings naturally combine components of costly signaling and verifiable
information.31 One may need to do some research to acquire persuasive information
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(Austen-Smith and Wright, 1992; Patty, 2009). We can also think of the decision to hold
an election/referendum as a (very costly) way to provide a noisy signal of the popularity
of the incumbent or some policy (Little, 2017a).

Models focused on reputation typically do not lead to full communication without
adding some other features like partial alignment of interest or partially verifiable mes-
sages (Ottaviani and Sorensen, 2006; Backus and Little, 2020). Reputation also plays
an important role in repeated interactions, where being seen as an honest or competent
type can induce a sender to listen to future messages (Sobel, 1985; Kuvalekar et al.,
2022; Best and Quigley, 2020).

Following Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), several theoretical papers ask whether
the sender can end up approximating the best outcome they could achieve with com-
mitment via some mechanism other than commitment. One commonly studied mech-
anism is repetition. If a sender plays a repeated version of the game studied here,
combined with some feedback about past play (Best and Quigley, 2020), private
lying costs (Pei, 2020), or some types keeping promises (Fudenberg et al., 2020), per-
suasion is possible, and in special cases the sender behavior approaches that in the
one-shot game with commitment. Titova (2020) shows that, under some assumptions,
outcomes that can be achieved with commitment can also arise in an analogous model
with a continuous type space and verifiable information. It bears repeating that this
line of work, while potentially justifying a commitment assumption in other
models, does not mean that real-world persuasion is actually driven by the ability
for senders to commit to a strategy.

In sum, depending on the context it is often natural to combine different mechanisms
for persuasion. Often (if not usually) it does not make sense to think of them as competing
explanations, but as highlighting different features which may or may not be present in
different real-world settings.

5. Non-Bayesian persuasion

We have restricted the formal analysis to persuasion with Bayesian or rational receivers.
Three common justifications for focusing on such an approach are that:

1. All models must make some assumptions about beliefs. We can always pick
beliefs that make persuasion occur practically by assumption, such as when the
receiver takes any message at face value. At the other extreme, without placing
any restrictions on beliefs we often (if not usually) can’t make concrete predic-
tions about behavior. Particularly in situations with high stakes, political actors
can have strong incentives to form correct beliefs, and so this is a natural place
to start.

2. Loosening the correct belief assumption for even one actor can create tricky prac-
tical issues (what do others know about these incorrect beliefs?) and philosoph-
ical issues (do other aspects of solution concepts often justified by common
knowledge of rationality still make sense?). See Fudenberg (2006: section 3.6)
for further discussion of this point.
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3. Small deviations from the rational benchmark may not dramatically change the
conclusions that would be reached with a more standard model

These points are collectively important, but do not imply we should never consider
models with incorrect beliefs. However, it does mean that deviations from correct
beliefs should have some combination of theoretical and empirical justification. We gen-
erally want to focus on particular classes of deviations from correct beliefs, which can be
motivated by empirical results (ideally ones that isolate the particular mistake being
assumed). These goals can work well together, since good empirical work isolating incor-
rect beliefs usually entails a particular kind of mistake which can be included in our the-
ories (see Benjamin, 2019: for a recent overview).

As some examples, receivers may be partially ‘credulous’ (Kartik et al., 2007; Little,
2017b; Horz, 2021), which can have non-obvious implications beyond making persua-
sion easier. A more subtle bias is that individuals or struggle to make inferences when
information which is hidden or what they observe is nonrepresentative (Enke, 2020;
Eyster and Rabin, 2005; Jin et al., 2021). Other recent papers explore how
non-Bayesian updating can expand the amount of persuasion possible with commitment,
potentially leading to the receiver always doing what the sender wants (e.g., Levy et al.,
2022).

In sum, while Bayesian explanations for persuasion have generated substantial
insights and should arguably be our default approach, in some settings allowing for devia-
tions from this benchmark may lead to simpler explanations with more explanatory
power.

6. Empirical applications

In this section, I discuss some prominent classes of empirical findings in light of the ana-
lysis above.32 These are all enormous literatures and the aim here is not to be anywhere
near comprehensive, nor claim that any class of results must be explained by a particular
kind of model. Rather the idea is to give a general sense of some key findings and how the
different theoretical approaches shed light on when we should and should not expect to
find persuasive effects.

6.1. Campaigns
A useful place to start is the study of political campaigns: advertising, canvassing,
mailers, etc. Political campaigns typically have transparent motives: they aim to get citi-
zens to vote in a particular way. Theorems 1 and 2 can be seen as a formal representation
of an old conventional wisdom that campaigns should have minimal effects; see Kalla
and Broockman (2018) for a recent overview and meta-analysis in support of this
conclusion.

However, other forms of campaigning do appear to have small to moderate effects on
voters. Research with credible designs finds evidence of some persuasion in diverse con-
texts, such as television advertising in the United States (e.g., Huber and Arceneaux,
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2007; Spenkuch and Toniatti, 2018), mail and phone contact in Italy (Kendall et al.,
2015), banners on streets in Spain (Esteban-Casanelles, 2020), and clientalist appeals
in Benin (Wantchekon, 2003).33

The models in Section 4 can provide insight into when and why we might expect cam-
paigns to succeed at persuasion. While ‘senders’ in this setting generally just want voters
to behave in a certain way, trying to identify and emphasize common interest—using a
blend of factual and emotional appeal—is often used as a persuasive strategy
(Broockman and Kalla, 2016; Druckman, 2021).

Campaigning is also costly, either in money or in the time of volunteers. However, a
straightforward application of costly signaling arguments is less obvious, as it isn’t clear
that candidates with more favorable information (they are aligned with the voters, the
other candidate is corrupt, etc.) face lower costs. Still, this could be plausible if it is
easier to get volunteers or raise money for better candidates. Campaigns that have
better information to share (their candidate does have a good record; the other candidate
truly has a dodgy past) may invest more in advertising to share this.

While exaggeration and stretching of the truth are common, much campaign informa-
tion is also at least partially verifiable. Kendall et al. (2015) are explicit about this, empha-
sizing that their intervention gives voters ‘hard and verifiable information’ about the
positions and valence of candidates.

What about non-Bayesian explanations? All the previous mechanisms can be magni-
fied if some voters are credulous and take messages at face value. However, given the
common wisdom that politicians and campaigns will do whatever they can to get votes
this seems like a domain where such effects should be limited. One plausible
non-Bayesian mechanism is that campaigning may simply raise certain ‘considerations’
to the top of voters minds (Zaller et al., 1992; Aragonès et al., 2015; Dragu and Fan,
2016). This could explain why campaign effort tends to increase steadily up to elections,
as this is when effects will be most salient/decay the least (Acharya et al., 2019).

Finally, reputation and commitment seem less suited to this context. For commitment,
given the high pressure of campaigns it seems unlikely that politicians can commit to
refrain from exaggerating (if not outright lying) if doing so would increase their
chance of winning. It is possible that a reputation for honesty restrains more extreme
lies, but I don’t know of any work that explores the implications of this class of
models for campaigns.

6.2. Partisan and state-controlled media
A key difference between campaigns and partisan media/state-controlled media are that
outlets themselves typically care not just about winning a current election, but about (1)
their reputation in the longer term, and (2) gaining viewership. While this difference will
affect interpretation, the big picture painted by empirical results from this literature is
similar, with well-identified studies typically finding modest but often politically conse-
quential persuasive effects.

A major strand of this literature in the US studies the effect of Fox News on political
attitudes and voting, by studying the rollout of the channel (DellaVigna and Kaplan,
2007), where Fox lies in channel listings (Martin and Yurukoglu, 2017), or
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experimentally inducing a change in media diet (Broockman and Kalla, 2022). These
studies consistently find that watching Fox makes viewers more conservative in their atti-
tudes and voting. Partisan news may exert a particularly strong influence if the slant of the
provider is less known, for example, in local news (Martin and McCrain, 2019). Research
on state-controlled media, particularly in more autocratic contexts, also consistently finds
persuasive effects (e.g., Adena et al., 2015; Enikolopov et al., 2011).

Many of the dynamics discussed with respect to campaigns apply here, though media
outlets care more about their reputation, either for intrinsic reasons or to increase view-
ership/advertising revenue (Petrova, 2011). This provides some restraint even for sources
with a strong desire to influence beliefs, as they can’t persuade people who find the news
too biased to be useful (Gehlbach and Sonin, 2014). However, short-term incentives to
appear competent may lead media to cater to viewer’s prior beliefs (Gentzkow and
Shapiro, 2006).

The commitment assumption is plausible when looking at the long-term strategies of
partisan media outlets (whether privately owned or government-controlled. High-level
decision-makers are typically not dictating how every individual story should be
covered, but give broader guidance, which can loosely be thought of as ‘how often to
lie when the news is bad’. The tradeoffs captured in models with commitment seem rea-
sonable and important here: the more one lies, the less persuasive it is when they say their
favored side is doing well. Further, more manipulation of information renders news
outlets less informative, which may decrease viewership (Petrova, 2011; Gehlbach and
Sonin, 2014). This general insight could also obtain from a model focused on reputation
concerns: the more the outlet skews their coverage, the less they may be trusted in the
future. As discussed in Section 4.6, recent theoretical work illustrates that reputation con-
cerns in a dynamic model can lead to behavior approximating the optimal static strategy
with commitment.

Another important puzzle to explain is that partisan media seems to not only have per-
suasive power with individual messages, but can shift beliefs on average and over long
periods of time. Recall that in all of the standard models the average posterior belief that
θ = 1 must be equal to the prior (Theorem 1). For example, in the reputation or verifiable
information models, the sender can persuade the receiver when the information is favor-
able, but not on average. One simple explanation for this is that viewers don’t fully adjust
for the bias in news sources (see Broockman and Kalla, 2022: for direct evidence of this
in the case of heavy Fox News consumers). Brundage et al. (2022) discuss evidence that
this kind of selection neglect could explain the persuasiveness of partisan media.

6.3. Lobbying
An immediate difference between the media examples and lobbying is that the latter may
serve a non-informational purpose. In fact, as reviewed by Bombardini and Trebbi
(2020), most empirical work on lobbying focuses more on quid-pro-quo explanations.
Even with a research design that pins down that more time lobbying or more donations
causes politicians to vote in a way the lobbyist wants, we can’t directly infer that the pol-
itician beliefs about ideal policy were affected.
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However, there is some evidence consistent with lobbying as persuasion drawing
on ideas from the cheap talk, costly signaling, and verifiable information approaches.
The fact that lobbyists spend most of the time with those who are ideologically
aligned has a natural interpretation from the cheap talk approach, where common
interest facilitates communication (Grossman and Helpman, 2001), though other the-
ories could explain this pattern as well (e.g., Snyder, 1991; Hall and Deardorff,
2006). Hirsch et al. (2021) develop a model where a key role of lobbyists is to
screen clients to put them in touch with politicians with common interest, which
helps the politician learn about the merit of client requests. Gordon and Hafer
(2005) find that lobbying may reduce enforcement activity, consistent with a
costly signaling model.

7. Theoretical takeaways

As discussed in Section 1, models based on costly signaling, common interest, verifiable
information, and reputation all contain core insights that have been useful both for formal
theorists and more widely. If I may issue a challenge to proponents of using models of
Bayesian persuasion with commitment, it isn’t that they need to do more to justify any
particular assumption. It’s that I’m not sure what clean and widely applicable insight
comes from these models.

Some possibilities are:

1. That senders who can commit to a messaging strategy can do better (and make
receivers better off too)? True, but the idea that actors who could commit to
behavior could make themselves individually or collectively better off is one
of the most widely-known insights from game theory (the prisoners’ dilemma,
trust games, bargaining models, etc.). Further, as discussed above, this result is
not true in all settings; often the ability to commit to a strategy leads to less com-
munication and persuasion.

2. That commitment is more valuable when senders have convex preferences over
receiver beliefs? This is an interesting technical observation, but I usually have a
hard time seeing how to apply it to real political settings.

3. That senders face a tradeoff between sending favorable messages more often and
the persuasive value of favorable messages? This is an important insight, but one
that also shows up in models without commitment assumptions.

Perhaps because of this shortcoming, it seems like models of Bayesian persuasion with
commitment have had much more impact on the theoretical literature on persuasion
than the empirical literature.34 This could be driven by the fact that theoretical innova-
tions naturally influence theorists before spreading into empirical work. However, it
has been over a decade since the early influential papers on persuasion with commitment,
which strikes me as a long gestation period. This class of models is often nice to work
with technically, and has generated many elegant results. These are valuable features.
But an approach drawing so much time and attention from social scientists should
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aspire to more. I am skeptical that models relying on commitment will have a much wider
impact in the future, but am open to being persuaded.
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A. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1
Proof Write the average posterior belief as:

Em[Pr(θ = 1|m)] = Pr(m = 0)Pr(θ = 1|m = 0)+ Pr(m = 1)Pr(θ = 1|m = 1)

If Pr(m = i) > 0 for both i ∈ {0, 1} then Pr(θ = 1|m = i) must both be formed by Bayes
rule, and hence:

Em[Pr(θ = 1|m)] = Pr(m = 0)Pr(θ = 1|m = 0)+ Pr(m = 1)Pr(θ = 1|m = 1)

= Pr(θ = 1, m = 0)+ Pr(θ = 1, m = 1)

= Pr(θ = 1) = p

If Pr(m = i) = 1 for some i ∈ {0, 1}, then by Bayes’ rule Pr(θ = 1|m = i) = p. The
belief upon observing the other message (m = j ≠ i), Pr(θ = 1|m = j) is unconstrained,
but Pr(m = j) = 0, so Em[Pr(θ = 1|m)] = p holds regardless of the off-path belief.

For part ii, if Pr(m = i) > 0 and Pr(θ = 1|m = i) > p, then if Pr(θ = 1|m = j) ≥ p the
average posterior belief would be strictly higher than p, a contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 2
Proof With continuous actions ao = p. In a persuasive equilibrium, there must exist an
i ∈ {0, 1} such that Pr(θ = 1|m = i) > p. By Theorem 1, this implies Pr(θ = 1|m = j) <
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p for the other message j = 1− i. Since a∗(m) = Pr(θ = 1|m), for the sender to be
playing a best response this implies the sender always picks m∗(θ) = i. But if the
sender always sends i, then consistency requires that Pr(θ = 1|m = i) = p, a
contradiction.

For the binary action case, if p ≥ 1/2, then a0 = 1, and so it is immediate that there
can be no persuasive message.

If p < 1/2, then a0 = 0. If there is a persuasive message m = i, then it must be the case
that Pr(θ = 1|m = j) < 1/2, and hence a∗(j) = 0. So for the sender to play a best
response, it must be the case that m∗(θ) = i, and hence Pr(θ = 1|m = i) = p < 1/2
and a∗(i) = 0, hence i is not persuasive. □

B. Formal analysis of models in Section 4

In this section, we provide a complete description of the equilibrium of the models in
Section 4.

For this general analysis, we will need notation for potential mixed strategies. In
general, let μmθ = Pr(m|θ) be the probability that a sender with news θ sends message
m. For most of the models, where the type/message space is Θ = M = {0, 1}, a more
compact way to describe the strategy is to drop the superscript and write
μθ = Pr(m = 1|θ = 1), that is, unless otherwise noted μ will refer to the probability of
sending m = 1.

Bayes’ rule pins down beliefs for a message m such that μm0 + μm1 > 0. If μm0 + μm1 = 0,
we say messagem is off-path, and place no constraint on the posterior belief upon observ-
ing this message.

B.1. Costly signaling. Let’s start by considering pure strategy equilibria. There are four pos-
sibilities here.

First, as discussed in the main text, the good news type can send m = 1 and the bad
news type m = 0. If so the belief upon observing m = 1 is Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = 1 and
upon observing m = 0 is Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = 0. Regardless of whether the action is
binary or continuous, a∗(m) = m. The last thing we need to check is that both types of
sender want to send this message given a∗(m) = m.

For the good news type, this requires 1− c1 ≥ 0 or c1 ≤ 1. For the bad news type, we
need 0 ≥ 1− c0 or c0 ≥ 1. Combining, this requires c1 ≤ 1 ≤ c0.

Second, there could be separating equilibrium where both types send the opposite
message: m(θ) = 1− θ. This quickly falls apart: if so the receiver knows the news is
bad when m = 1 and hence a∗(1) = 0. So the bad news type utility for sending this
message is 0− c0, and can always benefit from deviating to m = 0 (which gives a
minimum payoff of 0).

Third, there could be a pooling equilibrium where both types send m = 0. If so, the
belief upon observing m = 0 is Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = p. The belief upon observing m =
1 is unconstrained since this is off path. If we set this belief to 0 it is immediate that
(whether using binary or continuous actions) neither type could deviate to m = 1 since
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it incurs a cost cθ > 0 and leads to a (weakly) lower action. So there is a always an equi-
librium with this messaging strategy.35

Finally, there could be a pooling equilibrium where both types send m = 1. If the
off-path belief upon observing m = 0 is p̂0, then this requires:

p− cθ ≥ p̂

The binding constraint is for the low type, or c0 ≤ p− p̂.

Mixed strategies. Now consider any equilibrium where both messages are sent with posi-
tive probability, in which case we the posterior belief upon observing messagemmust be:

Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = pμ1
pμ1 + (1− p)μ0

(3)

Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = p(1− μ1)
p(1− μ1)+ (1− p)(1− μ0)

(4)

In any equilibrium with such a messaging strategy, it must be the case that
a∗(m) = Pr(θ = 1|m). It is useful to define:

d1 = Pr(θ = 1|m = 1)− Pr(θ = 1|m = 0)

For type θ to send m = 1, it must be the case that a∗(1)− cθ ≥ a∗(0), or

d1 ≥ cθ

This inequality is easier to meet for θ = 1 than θ = 0 since c1 < c0. In words, the type
with good news (often called the ‘strong type’) is more apt to send the costly message.
Further, if the θ = 0 type picks an interior strategy, he must be indifferent, in which
case the θ = 1 type must strictly prefer to send m = 1. And if the θ = 1 type plays a
mixed strategy, the θ = 0 type must strictly prefer sending m = 0.

Combining there are two possible equilibria kinds of equilibria where both messages
are sent: the bad news type never sends m = 1 and the good news type sometimes (or
always) sends m = 1, and the bad news type sometimes (but not always) sends m = 1,
and the good news type always sends m = 1.

Case 1: μ0 = 0, μ1 > 0. Here the bad news type never sends the costly message, and
the good news type sometimes does. Plugging these into equations (3) and (4) gives
Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = 1 and

Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = p(1− μ1)
p(1− μ1)+ (1− p)

If μ1 = 1, then Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = 0, and d1 = 1. For this to be an equilibrium, it must
be the case that c1 ≤ 1 and c0 ≥ 1, precisely the conditions for a fully separating equilib-
rium identified above.
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If μ1 < 1, then the good news type must be indifferent between both messages, or
d1 = c1. Solving μ1, this holds when:

μ1 =
c1 − (1− p)

c1p

which is between 0 and 1 when c1 ∈ (1− p, 1). It is possible that this equilibrium holds
but the fully separating one does not if 1− p < c1 < c0 < 1.

Case 2: μ0 ∈ (0, 1), μ1 = 1
This case requires the θ = 0 type to be indifferent between both messages, or d1 = c0.

Solving gives:

μ0 =
p

1− p

1− c0
c0

which is between 0 and 1 if c0 ∈ (p, 1), So, this equilibrium can hold when the fully sep-
arating one does not if c1 < p < c0 < 1.

B.2. Common interests

As with the costly signaling model, let’s first consider the case of pure strategy equilibria.
If the sender reveals the news honestly (m(θ) = θ), the receiver effectively learns θ and
takes action a∗(m) = m. The good news type gets a utility of 1+ b for sendingm = 1 and
a utility of 0 for sendingm = 0, so will always sendm = 1. The bad news type gets utility
1− b for sending m = 0 and b for sending m = 1, so this equilibrium requires b ≤ 1/2.

Unlike the costly signaling case, there can also be an equilibrium where the sender
picks the opposite message as her signal. This is because in this equilibrium, sending
the opposite message induces the same action as sending the ‘correct’ message above,
so the incentive compatibility constraints are the same. Think of this as the ‘opposite
day’ equilibrium: as long as both actors are aware that the sender says the opposite of
the truth, the same amount of information can be conveyed.

There is also always a pooling equilibrium where both types send either message, call
this m∗. A simple way to make this work is to set the off-path belief when observing the
other message m′ ≠ m∗ to p, and hence the response to this message is the same. As a
result, both types of sender are indifferent between sending m′ and m∗. Such a ‘babbling
equilibrium’ always exists in cheap talk games.

There can also be mixed strategy equilibria but they add little insight.

B.3. Verifiable information

To reduce cases, again focus on continuous actions.
Recall that in our verifiable information model, the type with news θ chooses from

message set {θ, ∅}. A nice feature of this setup is that when receiving message
m = 1, it must be the case that θ = 1 because this information set can never be
reached if θ = 0. As a result, in any equilibrium a∗(1) = 1, and by a similar argument
a∗(0) = 0.
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It is possible that the θ = 1 type could still sendm = ∅ if this also induced an action of
1. However, if a∗(∅) = 1 then the θ = 0 types have a strict preference to send m = ∅,
and so it can’t be the case that Pr(θ = 1|∅) = 1. So, in any equilibrium, the θ = 1
types always send m = 1.

Given this, messages of m = 0 or m = ∅ are either only sent by the θ = 0 types or are
off path. If the off-path belief for one of these is greater than zero, then the action taken in
response to the other must be zero, and hence the θ = 0 type would deviate. So, any on-
or off-path belief upon observing 0 or ∅ must be Pr(θ = 1|m ∈ {0, ∅}) = 0. Given this,
the θ = 0 type can send either of these messages or mix between the two, completing the
description of the equilibrium.

B.4. Reputation

Consider the model where uS = raθ + (1− r)aω for a general r ∈ [0, 1]. The version
with uS = raθ + (1− r)uR is left as an exercise for the reader.

There are effectively three types here: the good type who knows θ = 0, the good type
who knows θ = 1, and the bad type. As in the other models, the probability of being a
good type is p, and let the probability that the other state of the world is 1 is q.

As discussed in Section B.2, there is always a babbling equilibrium where all types
send the same message (or the same mixed strategy over both messages) and the receiver
picks beliefs that leads to low actions when observing any off-path message.

The interesting equilibria to focus on are ones where both messages are sent with posi-
tive probability.

First consider an equilibrium where the good types report honestly. There is no equi-
librium where the bad types always send m = 0; if so sending message m = 1 would
induce actions aω = 1 and aθ = 1, giving the highest possible payoff.

If the bad types always send m = 1, then upon observing m = 0 the receiver knows
the state is 0 and knows the sender is the good type, giving payoff r.

If sending m = 1, the receiver is uncertain about both. The posterior probability that
the sender is the good type and the state is 1 become:

Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = pq

pq+ 1− p
(5)

Pr(ω = 1|m = 1) = pq+ (1− p)q
pq+ 1− p

(6)

It is sequentially rational to send m = 1 if:

r ≤ r
pq

pq+ 1− p
+ (1− r)

q

pq+ 1− p

rearranging gives this holds if:

r ≤
q

q+ 1− p

That is, if the sender cares relatively little about his reputation for competence (and more
about trying to induce a higher action), he will always send m = 1 when uninformed. In
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equilibrium, upon observing m = 1 the sender makes a higher policy choice, but also
evaluates the sender more poorly.

If r is below this threshold, then in any equilibrium where the good types are honest
the bad types must play a mixed strategy.

If so, the posterior beliefs about competence and the state are:

Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = pq

pq+ (1− p)μb

Pr(ω = 1|m = 1) = pq+ (1− p)μbq
pq+ (1− p)μb

Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = p(1− q)
p(1− q)+ (1− p)(1− μb)

Pr(ω = 1|m = 0) = (1− p)(1− q)(1− μb)
p(1− q)+ (1− p)(1− μb)

As μb � 0, the payoff to sending m = 1 is always strictly higher than sending m = 0. As
μb � 1, this approaches the case where the bad type always sends m = 1. Further, as, the
bad type sends m = 1 more often (μb increases), this lowers the relative reputational
benefit of sending m = 1, and also lowers the action taken in response to m = 1. So, if
r > q

q+1−p, then the sender prefers to send m = 1 if μb is sufficiently low, but prefers to

send m = 0 if μb is sufficiently high. As a result there is a unique μb which makes this
bad type indifferent, and hence a unique equilibrium where the good types are honest.

B.5. Commitment

First, here is a formal claim about commitment not leading to persuasion when the sender
has a strictly concave utility in the receiver action:

Theorem 3 With continuous actions and commitment, if the sender utility is strictly
concave in a, then in any equilibrium the messages are uninformative
(Pr(θ = 1|m) = p for m ∈ {0, 1}), and there is no persuasive equilibrium.

Proof For any messaging strategy, the sender expected utility is:

Em[v(a
∗(m)] = Pr(m = 0)v(a∗(0))+ Pr(m = 1)v(a∗(1))

= Pr(m = 0)v(Pr(θ = 1|m = 0))+ Pr(m = 1)v(Pr(θ = 1|m = 1))

≤ v(Pr(θ = 1|m = 0)Pr(m = 0)+ Pr(θ = 1|m = 1)Pr(m = 1)) = v(p)

where the inequality in the third line follows from Jensen’s inequality (treating Pr(θ =
1|m) as a random variable). If Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) ≠ Pr(θ = 1|m = 1). This proves that
the maximal possible utility is v(p), which is attained for any uninformative message
strategy (i.e., if and only if Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = Pr(θ = 1|m = 1)). If Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) ≠
Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) and both messages are sent with positive probability, then the strict con-
cavity implies this inequality is strict. So, any informative strategy cannot be an equilib-
rium, and hence there is no persuasive equilibrium.
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Complete proof of optimal commitment strategy. Suppose the sender always sends m = 1
when θ = 1 (μ1 = 1) and sends m = 1 with probability μ0 ∈ (0, 1) when θ = 0 (and
hence sends m = 0 with probability 1− μ0. The posterior beliefs upon observing the
messages is:

Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) = 0

Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = Pr(θ = 1, m = 1)
Pr(m = 1)

= p

p+ (1− p)μ0

It is sequentially rational for the receiver to pick a = 1 upon observing m = 1 if
Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) ≥ 1/2, or:

p

p+ (1− p)μ0
≥ 1/2=⇒μ0 ≤

p

1− p

In the range of p, we are interested in (p < 1/2), p
1−p ∈ (0, 1). So, there is a unique

‘maximum’ amount of lying where the receiver still follows the signal. The optimal
sender strategy is to pick this maximum amount of lying.

Recall we have restricted the messaging strategy to have no lying when θ = 1
(μ1 = 1). Can the sender get a higher ex ante utility by using a strategy where the
sender does not always pick m = 1 when θ = 1? Keeping μ0 = p/(1− p), the answer
is clearly no: if sending μ1 < 1, the belief upon observing m = 1 would no longer be
greater than equal to 1/2, and so the receiver would never pick a = 1. In general, if
μ1 < 1, the sender would need to pick a lower μ0 in order to keep the receiver willing
to pick a∗(1) = 1.

More abstractly, we can think about the sender problem here as picking a distribution
of posterior beliefs for the receiver, subject to the constraint that these beliefs are formed
by Bayes rule. The goal is to pick a distribution of posterior beliefs that maximizes the
probability that this posterior is at least 1/2. If the belief upon observing both messages
is the same, it must be p < 1/2, meaning a = 1 with probability zero. So, WLOG, letm =
1 be the message that induces a higher posterior belief. This is true if and only if μ1 > μ0,
which implies Pr(θ = 1|m = 0) < 1/2. Since the receiver only (potentially) takes action
a = 1 upon observing m = 1, we can write the probability of a = 1 as a function of μ:

Pr(a = 1|μ) = 0 Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) < 1/2

p+ (1− p)μ0 o/w

{

Maximizing this is equivalent to maximizing p+ (1− p)μ0 subject to the constraint that:

Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = pμ1
pμ1 + (1− p)μ0

≥ 1/2

μ0 ≤ μ1
p

1− p

Since we want μ0 to be as large as possible, the optimal strategy involves setting μ1 = 1,
as assumed above.
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Notes

1. The title is a nod to Fearon (1995), which gives a typology for causes of war structured in a
similar way.

2. It is hard to know the ideal paper here since the natural choice for an original paper using this
style of model, Spence (1973), earns a huge number of citations for the point it makes about
education, not about costly signaling per se.

3. It is possible that part of this is driven by the fact that, for example, Crawford and Sobel (1982)
is so well known that there is no need to cite it when using this style of cheap talk model.

4. A working paper version of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) had more of a discussion of these
connections, but the emphasis and organization here are different.

5. A point where I’ll be more emphatic is linguistic. Several interlocutors report hearing others
claim that any model of persuasion must include an assumption of commitment. Earlier,
Milgrom and Roberts (1986b) propose reserving ‘persuasion’ for models with verifiable infor-
mation. This is unfortunate. Persuasion is a huge part of human interaction, so it is perfectly
appropriate that there are several prominent ways to theorize about it.

6. For most of the models there is little if any loss of generality in making the message space the
same size as the type space.

7. Another commonly used utility function which leads to the same optimal action for any belief
about θ and hence the same equilibria in any version of the model is uR = −(θ − a)2.

8. Another natural utility function would use a linear loss: uR = −θ(1− a)− (1− θ)a. With this
utility function the best response is to pick a = 1 if Pr(θ = 1) ≥ 1/2 and a = 0 if
Pr(θ = 0) ≤ 1/2. That is, this makes the receiver behave as she would if the action space
was restricted to {0, 1}.

9. The proof requires just a hair of additional work to deal with the possibility of off-path beliefs,
which need not be formed by Bayes’ rule, but don’t affect the average belief precisely because
they are off-path.

10. When considering more general information structures, Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) use
this fact as the key constraint on what kinds of posterior belief distributions are possible
(‘Bayes plausibility’).

11. Another way to put this—coined by Scott Ashworth in a now-deleted tweet—is that we aren’t
just interested in ‘persuasion that’ (beliefs changing as a function of m), but ‘persuasion to’
(actions changing as a function of m).

12. Note that in the knife-edged case where p = 1/2, the proof relies on the definition of the
benchmark action to be 1. If we set it to 0, then any informative equilibrium will be persuasive.
Still the above result would hold for any p ≠ 1/2.

13. This condition may seem restrictive, but if we allow for the message to be a continuous choice
m(θ) ≥ 0, there is always a continuum of equilibria of this form where m(0) = 0 and
c1 ≤ m(1) ≤ c0.

14. This can always be true if the ‘off-path’ belief upon observing m = 1 is that
Pr(θ = 1|m = 1) = p. Much theoretical work on signaling attempts to identify when such
beliefs are reasonable (e.g., Cho and Kreps, 1987), a topic beyond the scope here.

15. This need not be true in the binary action case. If p < 1/2, then the sender expected utility can
be higher in the persuasive equilibrium than the pooling equilibrium since the θ = 0 type gets
utility 0 in either case and the θ = 1 type gets 1− c1 > 0 in the persuasive equilibrium.

16. See Petrova (2008) for a related model where costs are not correlated with type, but are het-
erogeneous, and so there can be an equilibrium where lower cost types misrepresent their
signal while higher cost types do not, making favorable information partially persuasive (as
it is still more likely to be sent when the news is good).
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17. As a quick formal example, return to the benchmark model, except now the receiver takes two
actions a1 and a2, and let her utility be the same but replacing a with a1 + a2. Let the sender
utility be a1 + ra2, where r > 0. That is, there are two kinds of actions the receiver can take
which are interchangeable from her perspective (and she now wants the sum of the actions to
match the state), but if r < 1 the sender prefers her to take action 1 and if r > 1 he prefers
action 2. If the sender has private information about r, he can effectively say ‘regardless of
how high of an action you choose, please do it on dimension d’, where d ∈ {1, 2}. That is,
he can’t persuade her to take a higher sum action, but can persuade her to do the kind of
action he prefers.

18. Lipnowski and Ravid (2020) also provide a simple example where the state is binary but still
captures the key idea here well. There are three possible receiver actions: a bad status quo
choice, and two possible reforms which the receiver will only enact if confident that the
chosen one is best. A nice way to think about why persuasion works here is that the receiver
utility is non-monotone in the belief that one policy is best, as intermediate beliefs lead to the
bad status quo. So the sender can benefit from informing the receiver, though if he prefers one
reform over the other this reduces the amount of possible persuasion.

19. In fact, this is precisely the feature that Milgrom and Roberts (1986b) use to distinguish games
of persuasion from cheap talk models, though I prefer using persuasion to refer to a wider
class of approaches.

20. The choice set could also be written M = {θ, {0, 1}}, that is, the sender can’t lie in the sense
that if the state is 0 they can either say ‘the state is 0’ or ‘the state is 0 or 1’.

21. This does rely on an off-path belief that Pr(θ = 1|m = ∅) = 0. There is another fully inform-
ative equilibrium, where m∗(0) = ∅, where the only off-path message (m = 0) can only come
from the type with bad news.

22. Our definition of a persuasive message equilibrium relied on there being only one action that
the sender cares about. However we can naturally extend the definition of being persuasive
about ω or persuasive about θ as increasing the action on the respective dimension.

23. Within political science, models with reputation concerns more often focus on beliefs about
the competence of decision-makers themselves, and how incentives to ‘pander’ or ‘posture’
can distort policies away from what the decision-maker knows to be ideal (e.g.,
Canes-Wrone et al., 2001).

24. While not published until after Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), an early political economy
application, Gehlbach and Sonin (2014), was circulated in 2008 if not earlier.

25. Yet another interpretation is that the sender picks m after observing θ, but does not need to
pick a sequentially rational choice for both realizations of θ, but rather can pick a messaging
strategy which maximizes his ex ante utility. That is, the game form is not changed, but the
solution concept is.

26. Recall we assumed that if p = 1/2 the receiver takes action a = 1. If not there are a few cases
to consider here but no real insight.

27. See Ederer and Min (2022) for an example of similar offsetting when there is a chance that lies
are detected.

28. See also Lin and Liu (2022), who discuss when allowing the receiver to observe the distribu-
tion of sender messages does and does not allow the sender to play the same strategy they
would without commitment.

29. A drawback of this interpretation is that if a choice like media bias is intended to influence a
wide range of people, in a wide range of situations, over a non-trivial period of time, it is likely
that their ‘thresholds’ for doing the action that the sender wants are highly heterogeneous. It is
possible for uncertainty about the threshold to undermine the possibility of successful persua-
sion with commitment; for example, if the distribution of thresholds is uniform on [0, 1], the
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model becomes equivalent to the continuous action case with linear utility over receiver
beliefs, where persuasion is not possible. However, with many realistic distributions a
sender can still benefit from commitment with heterogeneous thresholds or prior beliefs
(e.g., Alonso and Câmara, 2016; Kolotilin et al., 2017), though the scope for doing so is
often diminished.

30. Formally, we can assume the cost is constant but the benefit differs by type by letting
uS = bθa− mc. If b0 < 1 < b1 there is a separating equilibrium withm∗(θ) = θ by an identical
logic.

31. For a combination of commitment and verification, see Glazer and Rubinstein (2004), who
study a model where the receiver has commitment power, and chooses what ‘aspect’ of a
sender message to verify.

32. One large strand of work I do not include is lab and survey experiments on persuasion (see
Druckman, 2021: for a recent overview with more of an experimental focus).

33. These studies focus on persuading voters to select certain candidates for parties. Persuasive
effects are often stronger when trying to get voters to turn out, particularly with canvassing
(Gerber and Green, 2000) or social pressure (Gerber et al., 2008).

34. Let alone outside of academia; a recent Op-Ed on the topic put it mildly when saying
‘Bayesian persuasion hasn’t been widely embraced by policymakers’. https://www.nytimes.
com/2022/05/25/opinion/bayesian-persuasion.html.

35. As mentioned in the main text, we won’t grapple with the question of whether this off-path
belief is reasonable, as this kind of analysis can be found elsewhere.
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